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ABSTRACT
The year 2020 and the pandemic brought by it quickly changed the face of the world
as we have known it until now. Obviously, the educational systems - of any level have also been affected, being forced to move quickly in a format that has been
discussed in recent years as an experiment, but which has not been expected to
happen so soon: the exclusively online format. Part of an approach that, to our
knowledge, has not been done yet in Romania, Church Music, one of the most
important subjects of any faculty of Orthodox Theology is presented in this paper
through the eyes of theological students, more precisely, by how they perceive it in
general and the way in which they have perceived the transition to the online format
regarding this course.
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INTRODUCTION
The COVID 19 pandemic has changed, at least for now, all aspects of daily life that we
knew and considered normal. Obviously, this is also true for educational processes of
any kind, which have suddenly changed to an exclusive online regime.
A subject quite little explored by the researchers of music pedagogy is
represented by the course of Church Music within the Faculties of Orthodox Theology
in Romania. However, theological curricula give great importance to this course given
the overwhelming proportion in which music is found in the Orthodox public worship
services. (Delvoye, 1976) The very structure of this discipline is particularly developed,
and we can consider it, without hesitation, as a small musical specialization that
theological students undertake during their years of study. The theory of music
(classical but also Byzantine), History of Music, Elements of vocal technique, Elements
of stylistics and aesthetics of church music and the acquisition of a minimum
repertoire absolutely necessary to be known by heart by the pew singer are all
studied in this course generally called Church Music.
Therefore, we found it interesting to study, in an approach that has never
been done in Romania, the way in which theological students relate to this discipline
and how they have adapted to the new form of its teaching, namely online.
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METHODS
In order to fulfill the above-mentioned desideratum, we formulated a number of 25
questions intended for students from the faculties of Orthodox Theology in western
Romania. The 25 questions were structured in three main topics:
1. The musical preparation of the respondent and his musical preferences,
entitled General Questions and intended to establish the profile as well as
the level of musical training of the respondent.
2. The way he relates in general to the Church music course.
3. The way he considers the new online teaching regime has influenced the
educational process related to this subject.
We wanted, therefore, through this approach, not only to study the way in
which theological students perceive this new didactic reality vis-à-vis church music,
but also to gather additional information about the way in which they generally relate
to this course, an approach that, to our knowledge, has never been done before in
Romania.
The questionnaire was applied to a number of 60 students from the Orthodox
Theology Faculties in western Romania, more precisely from Arad, Timișoara,
Caransebeș.
As the recruitment process was selective, based on an invitation sent, the
number of students was established according to the general number of students of
each faculty as follows: 30 students from Arad, 20 from Timișoara and 10 from
Caransebes.
All students are enrolled in the bachelor program entitled Orthodox Pastoral
Theology, where Church Music is considered a mandatory and very important subject
in all four years of study.
PRELIMINARY DATA
For a better picture regarding the validity of the opinions provided, the first set of
questions focused on the profile of the respondent, his general musical training and
his training in the field of church music. The following questions were asked and the
following answers were given by the theological students:
The question When did you first come into contact with church music as a
performer? recorded the following answers: a. In my childhood, at my local parish: 9
respondents (15%); b. During my theological high school studies: 27 respondents
(45%); c. During my theological faculty studies: 19 respondents (31.66%) and d. Until
now I didn’t perform church music in public: 5 respondents (8.33%).
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1. When did you first come into contact with church music as a performer
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The question How do you appreciate the general music knowledge you have
acquired before your theological studies (either high school or faculty)? recorded
the following answers: a. Limited: 15 respondents (25%); b. Relative: 23 respondents
(38.33%); c. Solid: 20 respondents (33.33%); d. I followed my primary education in a
music school: 2 respondents (3.33%).
2. How do you appreciate the general music knowledge you have acquired before your
theological studies (either high school or faculty)?
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The question If you have not attended a theological or music high school,
how do you appreciate your general musical knowledge acquired in high school?
recorded the following answers: a. Limited: 15 respondents (25%); b. Relative: 7
respondents (11.66%); c. Solid: 1 respondent (1.66%); d. I attended a Music High
School: 2 respondents (3.33%); e. I attended a Theological High School: 35
respondents (58.33%).
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3. If you have not attended a theological or music high school, how do you appreciate
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The question As a theological student, what age category do you currently
belong to? recorded the following answers: a. 18 - 25 years: 43 respondents
(71.66%); b. 25 - 40 years: 13 respondents (21.66%); c. Over 40 years: 4 respondents
(6.66%).
4. As a theological student, what age category do you currently belong to?
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The question Did the music test for the theology entrance exam required for
you additional training? recorded the following answers: a. Yes, consistent: 12
respondents (20%); b. Yes, a little: 9 respondents (15%); c. No: 39 respondents
(65%).
5. Did the music test for the theology entrance exam required for you additional training?
Yes, consistent
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The question Do you currently sing at the kliros1 in the church you belong
to? recorded the following answers: a. Yes, as a volunteer: 23 respondents (38.33%);
b. Yes, I am hired as a church singer: 9 respondents (15%); c. No: 28 respondents
(46.66%).
6. Do you currently sing at the kliros the church you belong to?
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The question In your free time do you listen to church music (on the
internet, recordings, etc ...)? recorded the following answers: a. Yes: 49 respondents
(81.66%); b. No: 11 respondents (18.33%).
7. In your free time listen to church music (on the internet, recordings, etc ...)
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The question Do you listen to classical music in your free time? recorded the
following answers: a. Yes: 37 respondents (61.66%); b. No: 23 respondents (38.33%).

1

N.A. The Romanian translation of the word "strană" is difficult to do in English. This word
describes the place to the right of the Orthodox altar where the church singers are. The name
comes from the wooden support itself, pyramidal in shape, on which are placed the cult books
from which it is sung. An approximate translation could be the word "lectern" or even ”pew”
although, coming from the western liturgy, it does not describe exactly the same reality.
Academic English has retained the Greek original of the word, "kliros", without translating it.
However, because the Romanian term “cântăreț de strană” - meaning “kliros singer” is
extremely widespread in Romanian, and considered academic, we opted to use this
translation, even if it uses a word rarely used in English because it’s the best way to proper
translate the original Romanian concept. These aspects of translation will be the subject of
further research by the author of this study.
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8. Do you listen to classical music in your free time?
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The question Do you listen to folk music in your free time? recorded the
following answers: a.Yes: 46 respondents (76.66%); b. No: 14 respondents (23.33%).
9. Do you listen to folk music in your free time?
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The question Do you constantly listen to other music genres in your free
time? recorded the following answers: a. Yes: 53 respondents (88.33%); b. No: 7
respondents (11.66%).
10. Do you constantly listen to other music genres in your free time?
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RESULTS
The second part of the questionnaire included questions about to the way theological
students relate to church music, about the time they spend weekly to study this
subject and about the way they perceive the structure of the course, the latter being
an excellent barometer for possible reorganizations of educational strategies and
curriculum that could be applied in the future regarding Church Music.
The question How important do you consider the subject of Church Music
for your further occupation as Orthodox priests or religion teachers? recorded the
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following answers: a. Not important: 0 respondents (0%); b. Relative: 9 respondents
(15%), c. Important: 17 respondents (28.33%); d. Very important: 34 respondents
(56.66%).
11. How important do you consider the discipline of Church Music for your further
occupation as Orthodox priests or religion teachers?
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The question How satisfied are you with the number of hours allocated by
the curriculum to the discipline of Church Music? recorded the following answers: a.
Very dissatisfied: 3 respondents (5%); b. Dissatisfied: 7 respondents (11.66%); c.
Satisfied: 42 respondents (70%); d. Very Satisfied: 8 respondents (13.33%).
12. How satisfied are you with the number of hours allocated by the curriculum to the
discipline of Church Music?
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The question How much time do you spend per week for individual studying
of church music? recorded the following answers: a. Not very long (maximum 5
hours): 10 respondents (16.66%); b. A moderate time (5 - 15 hours): 46 respondents
(76.66%); c. Very long time (over 15 hours): 4 respondents (6.66%).
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13. How much time do you spend per week for individual studying of church music?
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The question Do you consider that in the church music course enough time
is dedicated to music theory (both classical music and Byzantine music theory?)
recorded the following answers: a. Yes: 27 respondents (45%); b. Approximately, it
should be done more: 29 respondents (48.33%); c. No: 4 respondents (6.66%).
14. Do you consider that in the church music course has enough time dedicated to music
theory (both classical music and Byzantine music theory?)
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The question Do you think that the time dedicated to the history of church
music is enough in the church music course? recorded the following answers: a. Yes:
48 respondents (80%); b. Approximately, it should be done more: 10 respondents
(16.66%); c. No: 2 respondents (3.33%).
15. Do you think that the time dedicated to the history of church music is enough in the
church music course?
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The question Do you consider that the time dedicated to learning the
elements of vocal technique and vocal hygiene is sufficient in the church music
course? recorded the following answers: a. Yes: 3 respondents (5%); b.
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Approximately, it should be done more: 7 respondents (11.66%); c. No: 50
respondents (83.33%).
16. Do you consider that the time dedicated to learning the elements of vocal technique
and vocal hygiene is sufficient in the church music course?
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The question Do you consider that the time dedicated to the interpretation
of church music is enough in the church music course? recorded the following
answers: a. Yes:42 respondents (70%); b. Approximately, it should be done more: 15
respondents (25%); c. No: 3 respondents (5%).
17. Do you consider that the time dedicated to the interpretation of church music is
enough in the church music course?
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The question Do you consider that the church music course has enough time
dedicated to mastering a minimum repertoire necessary to know by heart (a must
have for orthodox singers a.n.)? recorded the following answers: a. Yes: 46
respondents (76.66%); b. Approximately, it should be done more: 12 respondents
(20%); c. No: 2 respondents (3.33%).
18. Do you consider that in the church music course has enough time dedicated to
mastering a minimum repertoire necessary to know by heart (a must have for orthodox
singers a.n.)?
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The question Do you prepare in particular through other forms of education
in the discipline of church music? recorded the following answers: a. No, I don't think
I need to: 27 respondents (45%); b. No, but I consider that in the future: 21
respondents (35%); c. Yes: 12 respondents (20%).
19. Do you prepare in particular through other forms of education in the discipline of
church music?
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The question If your answer was yes at question 19, what is the musical field
where you are taking additional lessons (you can choose more than one answer)*:
recorded the following answers: a. History of Church Music: 0 respondents (0%); b.
Theory of Church Music: 8 respondents (13,33%); c. Vocal Technique: 9 respondents
(15%); d. Other - Classical Music: 3 respondents (6.66%); e. Other - other music
genres: 6 respondents (10%) (*all indicated folk music); f. My answer was no: 48
respondents (80%).
*if your answer is ”e.” please specify what music genre
20. If your answer was yes at question 19, what is the musical field where you are taking
additional lessons (you can choose more than one answer)*:
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The last part of the questionnaire focused on some questions about the last
year, in which, of course, in accordance with the social reality we live in, church music
was taught online.
The question How do you consider that the Church Music course took place
in the last year (online) recorded the following answers: a. Better than before: 6
respondents (10%); b. Same as before: 37 respondents (61.66%); c. Less qualitative
than before: 17 respondents (28.33%).
21. How do you consider that the Church Music course took place in the last year (online)
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The question From a personal point of view, have you encountered
difficulties in taking the online church music course? recorded the following
answers: a. No: 48 respondents (80%); b. Yes, technical difficulties (sometimes): 8
respondents (13.33%); c. Yes, difficulties regarding the educational act: 3
respondents (5%); d. Yes, both technical and educational difficulties: 1 respondent
(1.66%).
22. From a personal point of view, you have encountered difficulties in taking the online
church music course?
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The question In the case of returning to a hybrid regime (face to face in
some disciplines and online in others) how do you think the church music course
should take place? recorded the following answers: a. Exclusively face to face: 16
respondents (26.66%); b. Online only: 5 respondents (8.33%); c. The theoretical
subjects online, the practical subjects face-to-face: 39 respondents (65%).
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23. In the case of returning to a hybrid regime (face to face in some disciplines and online in
others) how do you think the church music course should take place?
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The question Do you consider that the online regime has brought you a
greater interest in studying church music and searching for online materials
regarding this subject (Youtube, www, etc..)? recorded the following answers: a. No.
I always considered enough what is taught in the church music course: 35
respondents (58.33%); b. No. I used to document myself online (listening to great
byzantine music performers, etc..) 13 respondents (21.66%); c. Yes: 12 respondents
(20%).
24. Do you consider that the online regime has brought you a greater interest in studying
church music and searching for online materials regarding this subject (youtube, www, etc
..)?
No. It enough what is taught in the course
No. I used to document myself online prior to…
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The question Do you consider that the end-of-semester assessment (Exam)
took place online in correct and proper conditions? recorded the following answers:
a. Yes: 53 respondents (88.30%); b. No: 7 respondents (11.66%).
25. Do you consider that the end-of-semester assessment (Exam) took place online in
correct and proper conditions?
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CONCLUSIONS
Following the application of the questionnaire, we notice that the students from the
orthodox theology faculties of Romania are fully aware of the importance of a good
musical training for their future possible occupations, that of Orthodox priest and
teacher of Orthodox religion in Romanian schools.
In the first set of questions, we notice that regardless of the age category in
which the respondents fall, they are, in principle, either well prepared in the field of
music or looking to improve their musical knowledge. Most of the students come
from theological high schools, however, there is also a small number of students who
come from pre-university music education.
An alarm signal is given by the statements of those who did not go to
theological high school or music high school but come from general education
institutions; many of those believe that their musical knowledge still needs to be
substantially improved, this being a signal that, in the future, the Romanian
educational sistem needs to pay more attention to teaching music in mainstream
education institutions.
It is also positively remarked that many students of Orthodox theology are, in
their free time, interested both in classical music and in the folk music of the
Romanian people; this is a particularly important aspect: the priest must be a plenary
formator, not only religious but also in terms of culture and the traditional values and
cultural identity of the Romanian people.
Regarding the second set of questions, related to the structure of the church
music course, it is clear from the respondents' answers that the church music test in
the entrance exam is not necessarily at the level of difficulty that it should be, given
the subsequent importance of this subject, during the years of study. At the same
time, it is found that the structure of the course could be improved, answers in an
extremely high percentage indicating that enough time is devoted to music history
and fixing the minimum repertoire to know by heart (in principle this repertoire is
represented by the songs of the Divine Liturgy, carols and some simple religious songs
for children) but there is a need for a more sustainable approach to music theory
(especially Byzantine music theory) and vocal technique, so necessary given the fact
that the services of the Orthodox Church are overwhelmingly sung (Ardereanu, 2019).
Regarding the last year, more precisely the way in which the theological
students adapted to the online regime, regarding the church music, it is found that
this new way of teaching this subject did not pose problems of any kind but to an
extremely small group of students, neither in terms of teaching nor in terms of
evaluation. Therefore it is found that the online regime does not pose major problems
for the good development of teaching activities related to this discipline.
However, a significant percentage of respondents believe that, on the
principle applied by many music faculties in the country, where theoretical subjects
are taught online and practical subjects involving small groups of students are taught
face to face, also in the case of church music the best approach would be for the
elements related to music theory or history to remain online, but the elements
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related to the learning of church singing to take place face to face, obviously, in small
study groups.
So we notice that, although we are talking about a field that par excellence
feels the need to be taught through direct contact between student and teacher
(Demenescu & Stitzl, 2019), the online regime can be applied in music education
successfully if there are appropriate strategies; moreover, this is desirable, not only in
terms of the theoretical dimensions of music teaching but also as a method to help
students develop new musical skills (Paker & Nedelcut, 2015).
It is obvious that, due to the quality of music to generate an immediate and
direct emotional impact (Sârb & Muntean, 2018), an aspect that helps a lot in
maintaining the motivation to learn, it is desirable for music education to take place
directly, face to face. However, in situations like the present, using good teaching
strategies, the online regime seems to succeed in making up in a significant
proportion for the lack of direct contact, demonstrating, even under the auspices
imposed by the pandemic reality, that what in previous years began as a timid
attempt to modernize music education and has been hit by many challenges caused
by more traditional views on education (Chifu & Ardereanu, 2016), is now absolutely
viable, generating qualitative education and having, in reality, many benefits
(Demenescu &Cinc, 2016).
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